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ABSTRACT
A scheme to optimally design a beam combiner is discussed for any pre-determined fixed geometry
nulling interferometer aimed at detection and characterization of exoplanets with multiple telescopes
or a single telescope (aperture masking). We show that considerably higher order nulls can be achieved
with 1-D interferometer geometries than possible with 2-D geometries with the same number of aper-
tures. Any 1-D interferometer with N apertures can achieve a 2(N − 1)-order null, while the order
of the deepest null for a random 2-D aperture geometry interferometer is the order of the N-th term
in the Taylor expansion of ei(x
2+y2) around x=0, y=0 (2nd order null for N = 2, 3; 4th order null for
N = 4, 5, 6). We also show that an optimal beam combiner for nulling interferometry relies only 0 or
pi phase shifts. Examples of nulling interferometer designs are shown to illustrate these findings.
Subject headings: Telescopes — Techniques: high angular resolution — Planets and satellites: detec-
tion
1. INTRODUCTION
Spectral characterization of Earth-like planets around
other stars may reveal the presence of life, and is there-
fore of high scientific value. Acquiring high quality spec-
tra of small rocky planets in the habitable zones around
nearby stars requires an instrument that can optically
separate starlight from planet light in order to avoid be-
ing limited by photon noise from the host star. Two
approaches have been studied in the last few decades:
nulling interferometry (usually with an array of tele-
scopes), and single aperture coronagraphy. A nulling
interferometer is an interferometer designed to cancel
light from an on-axis source (usually a star) while keep-
ing as much as possible of the light from faint sources
close to the central star. Nulling interferometers can
thus detect thermal emission from exoplanets (Bracewell
1978), and are particularly attractive at infrared wave-
lengths (about 5 to 30 µm) for which the planet to
star contrast is more favorable than in visible light. At
this wavelength, a single aperture (+coronagraph) op-
tion would require a large telescope due to the linear de-
pendence of angular resolution with wavelength, and an
interferometer consisting of widely separated telescopes
is a more suitable approach (Bracewell & MacPhie 1979;
Woolf & Angel 1998; Lawson et al. 2007; Cockell et al.
2009b). Nulling interferometers with short (few meter)
baselines have also been proposed for visible light obser-
vations of exoplanets (Shao & Levine 2010).
A key limitation of the two-telescope nulling interfer-
ometer proposed by Bracewell (1978) is due to the fi-
nite angular size of stars, which, even in the absence of
instrumental defects, makes it impossible to fully can-
cel starlight while preserving light from a faint nearby
source (planet). With a 2-telescope configuration, the
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ideal nulling interferometer throughput for a point source
is proportional to the square of the angular separation to
the optical axis: the interferometer produces a second or-
der null near the optical axis, commonly referred to as
a θ2 null, where θ is the angular separation to the op-
tical axis. Since stellar diameters are typically about 1
percent of the planet to star separation for a system sim-
ilar to the Earth-Sun system, the maximum differential
attenuation between starlight and planet light attainable
with a 2-telescope design is therefore around 104, short of
the ≈ 106 (thermal IR) to ≈ 1010 (visible light) contrast
between the two objects.
To overcome this limitation, nulling interferometers
with more than two apertures have been proposed to
achieve higher order nulls, thus offering better extinc-
tion on partially resolved stellar disks. The extinction
is then a function of both the interferometer geome-
try and the interferometric combination between the
aperture beams (Lawson et al. 1999), and many inter-
ferometer designs have been proposed, with increasing
null depth (quantified by the null order). The Angel
Cross design (Angel 1990) combines for example two
Bracewell interferometers in a 2-D geometry to achieve
a θ4 null. Angel & Woolf (1997) later showed that
a linear 4-aperture design can offer a θ6 null. With
5 telescopes, a solution offering a θ8 null was also
proposed (Woolf & Angel 1997). Leger et al. (1996);
Mennesson & Mariotti (1997) established array geome-
try requirements to reach a given nulling order, and pro-
posed a 5-aperture solution offering a deep null and able
to distinguish the signal from a planet from a symetrical
exozodiacal cloud. Rouan (2003) showed that arbitrary
null orders can be obtained, given a sufficient number of
apertures, and discusses in a later paper (Rouan 2006)
the practical usefulness of higher null orders, confirm-
ing that interferometers with higher order nulls are more
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resilient to phase errors (Mieremet & Braat 2003).
Null depth is unfortunately often achieved with more
complex interferometers at the expense of efficiency: for
a fixed number of apertures, a smaller fraction of the to-
tal light gathered by the interferometer is used as null
order is increased. For example, in the 4-aperture Angel
Cross design, 25% of the light is used (only one of the
four interferometer outputs offers the θ4 null), while a
simpler 2-aperture Bracewell offers 50% throughput with
a θ2 null. Null depth and throughput must therefore be
balanced to find the optimal interferometer design when
total mission cost/complexity are taken into account, and
the scientific return of the mission must be maximized.
Consequently, the optimal array geometry may sacrifice a
very deep null in favor of other factors such as maintain-
ing high throughput, required phase shifts in the beam
combiner (Mieremet & Braat 2002) or more easily real-
ized aperture geometries, such as arranging all all aper-
tures on a circle to avoid long delay lines. For example,
the Darwin mission study adopted a 4-aperture geometry
on a circle, with a 2nd order null (Cockell et al. 2009a),
with a 50% efficiency (two of the four interferometer out-
puts are used for science), and for which stellar leakage
is about 100 times brighter than light from an Earth-like
planet at 10pc. Simple 3-aperture configurations have
also been explored (Serabyn 2004; Karlsson et al. 2004).
It is therefore important to understand how the achiev-
able null depth and throughput are constrained by aper-
ture geometry, to simultaneously optimize the aperture
geometry and beam combiner design. This interferom-
eter optimization problem however remains largely un-
solved, as the development of new nulling interferome-
ter designs has consisted of series of point designs, with
no single design method leading to improvements, and
no clear understanding of where the performance limits
might be, given array geometry constraints. The relative
importance of array geometry and beam combiner design
is especially unclear, as previously published nulling in-
terferometer designs rely on a particular match between
aperture positions and beam combinations to achieve
high null orders, making it impossible to decouple their
relative impact on performance. The goal of this pa-
per is to provide a universal method to optimally design
the beam combiner for any nulling interferometer geom-
etry, and thus to establish performance limits of nulling
interferometry given realistic array constraints (such as
maximum number of telescope, or maximum baseline).
To achieve this goal, a universal mathematical model of
the interferometer is first established and described in
Section 2. This model is then used in Section 3 to de-
rive, for a given entrance aperture geometry, the optimal
beam combiner design. Nulling interferometer design ex-
amples are given in Section 4 to illustrate the findings of
this paper. We remind the reader that the analysis pre-
sented in this paper is purely based on a photon-noise
limited detection assumption, and does not take into ac-
count manufacturing constraints, calibration issues, and
image synthesis performance (which is an important cri-
terion when the planet is embedded in an exozodiacal
cloud).
2. NULLING INTERFEROMETER MODEL
2.1. Relationship with Coronagraphy
Traditionally, coronagraphs use a single aperture pupil
(which may be composed of adjacent segments) and
perform starlight rejection with masks introducing am-
plitude and/or phase modifications in pupil and/or fo-
cal planes. Nulling interferometers use a sparse array
of telescopes, and perform starlight rejection by coher-
ent destructive interference between the beams. The
boundaries between the two techniques have become less
clear as schemes using nulling interferometry schemes on
a single aperture exist (see for example Baudoz et al.
(2000); Kotani et al. (2010); Mennesson et al. (2011))
or using coronagraphic techniques on sparse apertures
(Aime et al. 2001; Guyon & Roddier 2002; Riaud et al.
2002).
For this paper, it is assumed that an interferometer
is defined by its sparse entrance aperture (which may
be obtained by aperture masking of a single larger aper-
ture), while a coronagraph is a nulling device on a sin-
gle aperture. No distinction is made between the types
of nulling devices: coronagraphs using masks in pupil
and focal planes, or nulling interferometers using coher-
ent combinations of a finite set of beams. In an earlier
publication (Guyon et al. 2006), the fundamental limits
of coronagraph performance for high contrast imaging
were derived using a model of the coronagraph akin to
a nulling interferometer. The telescope entrance pupil
was split into a set of subapertures, which were coher-
ently combined to produce output beams simultaneously
achieving high starlight rejection and good transmission
for planet light. This approach is justified by linearity
in complex amplitude for both coronagraphs and inter-
ferometers, which leads to equivalence between the two
approaches: for a finite field of view, a coronagraph can
be modeled as a set of coherent interferences between
a finite set of subpupils paving the telescope entrance
aperture. Thanks to this equivalence, a universal alge-
braic representation of nulling devices (including coron-
agraphs) could be used to derive the fundamental limits
of coronagraphy, using linearity in complex amplitude as
the only constraint to the performance.
The approach used in Guyon et al. (2006) is therefore
equally applicable to both coronagraphs (nulling device
on a single aperture) and interferometers (nulling de-
vice on sparse aperture). When this approach is used
on sparse apertures, as done in this paper, it can di-
rectly give, for a given aperture geometry, the optimal
design for the nulling device: which beams should be co-
herently mixed together, with the corresponding mixing
ratios and phase shifts. In Section 2.2, this algebraic
modeling approach is described and adapted to sparse
apertures.
2.2. Nulling interferometer algebraic representation
2.2.1. Aperture Geometry
In this study, it is assumed that the source observed by
the interferometer is unresolved by individual apertures:
there is full coherence within an aperture. The nulling in-
terferometer design is then fully described by its aperture
geometry (number, sizes and positions of the telescopes
in the interferometer) and the coherent interferometric
combinations performed between the apertures. With N
the number of apertures, each aperture k is described by
its 2-D position (xk, yk) on the plane normal to the line
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of sight and its radius rk, which can be defined as the
square root of the collecting area of the aperture divided
by
√
pi if the aperture is not circular. The aperture ge-
ometry is thus fully described by N, and (xk, yk, rk), with
k = 0..N − 1.
2.2.2. Nulling interferometer model, and intensity response
for an unresolved point source
The mathematical representation of a nulling interfer-
ometer used in this paper is illustrated in Figure 1. The
position of a point source at infinity is defined by its an-
gular offset (α, β) from the interferometer optical axis.
For this point source, the N-element complex amplitude
vector V which describes the set of complex amplitudes
at the entrance of the interferometer’s apertures is:
Vk = rke
i2pi(xkα+ykβ)/λ (1)
The interferometric combinations performed between
the apertures are fully described by a NxN complex ma-
trix U which links the interferometer’s outputs to its in-
puts (= vector V). Linearity in complex amplitude im-
poses that the outputs are represented by a complex am-
plitude vector W which is a linear function of the input
vector V:
W = UV (2)
The science detector measures the square modulus
I = |W |2 of W. The matrix U represents the design
of the nulling device, and is not a function of the in-
put complex amplitudes V. Coefficients of U are com-
plex numbers denoted Uk,m, with k the aperture index
and m the interferometer output index. Each column Uk
of U records how light from a single input k (a single
subaperture) is directed to all outputs. Each row Um of
U (m fixed) records the complex conjugates of the set of
input complex amplitudes which, when ”fed” into the in-
terferometer, will send all of the light into interferometer
output m. Since this set of inputs can generally not be
written as a vector V according to equation 1, there may
not be a position on the sky for which all light would
be directed to output m (although one might choose the
matrix U to send all light from a given sky position (α, β)
to a single output m by setting Um to be the complex
conjugate of V (α, β)). Since |V |2 = |W |2 for any input
vector V (the interferometric combinations preserve total
flux), U is a complex unitary matrix.
The nulling device representation adopted in this study
is universal, as the matrix U can describe any coher-
ent mixing scheme between the beams. Any matrix U
can be implemented by finite numbers of beam split-
ters and phase shifters, but the model is not restricted
to specific phase shifts or split ratios between beams,
as previous studies have sometimes assumed (for exam-
ple, the Laurance nulling interferometers described in
Karlsson & Mennesson (2000) are limited to 0 or pi phase
shifts). Proof that any unitary matrix U can be realized
with a finite number of beam splitters and phase shifters
is given in section 3.3.3 of Guyon et al. (2006). An exam-
ple beam combiner design is given in §3.1, along with a
step-by-step description of the beam combiner construc-
tion process using phase plates and beam splitters.
3. OPTIMAL INTERFEROMETRIC COMBINATIONS FOR A
GIVEN APERTURE GEOMETRY
The optimal solution for a beam combiner aimed at
high contrast imaging is a function of the source observed
(especially relative position of the planet to the star), so
we must carefully define the performance criteria adopted
to define what is an optimal beam combiner. We choose
to assume that the position of the planet is not known,
and that its detection, in the photon-noise limit, is equiv-
alent to the detection of a constant background on the
sky (there is no preferred location for the planet). Such
a background is incoherent in the nulling interferometer
as all possible phases are averaged, and thus its intensity
distribution at the output of the interferometer is not
affected by the coherent beam combinations. For sim-
plicity, we first assume that U is a square matrix and the
interferometer consists of equally sized apertures. The
total planet intensity Ip gathered by the interfeometer is
then equally distributed among the M outputs. The in-
tensity on each interferometer ouput m is the incoherent
sum of the starlight intensity I(star)m and the planet
intensity Ip/M . While I(star)m is a function of the ma-
trix U , Ip/M is not (planet modeled as incoherent back-
ground). The overall detection signal-to-noise (SNR) in
the photon noise limit can be written as the quadratic
sum of the SNRs on each output:
SNR2 =
M∑
m=0
(SNRm)
2 ∝
M∑
m=0
(
Ip/M√
I(star)m + Ip/M
)2
.
(3)
With the notation xm = I(star)m/Ip,
SNR2 =
Ip
M
M∑
m=0
1
1 +Mxm
. (4)
We note that the sum of the xm values overm = 0..M−1
is the ratio of total starlight over total planet light, and
is independent of U . The nulling beam combiner design
can only affect how this sum is spread among the outputs
m = 0..M−1. Maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio given
by equation 4 is thus achieved by concentrating as much
starlight as possible in as few interferometer outputs as
possible, therefore leaving other outputs sufficiently dark
for detection of high contrast source(s). Equation 4 in-
deed shows that any modification of the interferometer
design that moves starlight from output i (decreases xi)
to ouput j (increases xj) increases the SNR if and only
if xj > xi.
We can therefore compute the optimal set of interfer-
ometric combinations between the interferometer input
beams by iterating it: we first direct as much of the
starlight as possible in a single coherent output, there-
fore minimizing the total amount of starlight in all other
outputs. The beam combinations between the remaining
outputs are then optimized to maximize residual starlight
is a single coherent output, and so on. This iterative
approach ensures that, provided that the interferometer
output beams are ranked in decreasing order of residual
starlight, the amount of starlight in the last k outputs is
optimally minimal for any value of k. The resulting inter-
ferometer design will maximize planet detection signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), as it will provide as many nulled
outputs as possible, therefore simultaneously optimizing
null depth and throughput. This approach is different
from only optimizing null depth, which may lead to a
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Fig. 1.— Mathematical representation of a nulling interferometer and corresponding Notations. The indices used for the inputs and
outputs of the interferometer’s beam combination unit are n and m respectively. The nulling beam combiner, which physically consists of
beam splitters and phase shifters, is represented as a complex values matrix U which links the beam combiner input (vector V of complex
values) to its output (vector W of complex values). Note that the arrangement of beam splitters, phase shifter and mirrors shown in this
figure may not be representative of a real beam combiner, which may adopt a different arrangement of beam splitters. Any beam combiner
can however be represented as a matrix U .
design for which a single output is nulled while all other
outputs retain a significant amount of starlight - a so-
lution which would offer a low efficiency for planet de-
tection. While optimizing null depth on one output will
yield a good signal-to-noise ratio on that output, a sin-
gle interferometer output only contains a small fraction
of the planet light: with N equally sized apertures and N
outputs, the fraction of the planet light in a single output
is 1/N when averaged over all possible planet positions.
Directing as much light as possible to a small number of
outputs ensures that the fraction of planet light used for
detection is maximized, as several dark outputs will be
generated, if made possible by the array geometry and
stellar angular size. Another advantage of this approach
is that the optimal nulling device design (matrix U) is
largely independent of the target parameters (such as the
stellar angular size rs, the planet to star position or the
contrast), and is only a function of the array geometry,
as discussed in this section.
3.1. Optimal beam combiner for an unresolved central
source
If the central source is unresolved, starlight entering
the interferometer is fully described by the vector V in
equation 1 with α = 0 and β = 0. If the first line Um=0
of matrix U is chosen to be equal to this vector V (0, 0),
then all starlight will be directed to a single output of the
interferometer, and all other outputs will contain no stel-
lar light. This configuration achieves the optimal separa-
tion of starlight and planet light, and offers the highest
possible performance.
For example, for a 4-aperture array with equal sub-
aperture diameters, Vk = 1/
√
4 = 0.5 for k = 0, 1, 2, 3.
The optimal beam combiner should have Uk,m = 1/
√
4
for outputm = 0. This output can be constructed with 3
beam splitters (BS10, BS20 and BS30 on Fig. 2). Each
beam spitter unit i is defined by its amplitude reflec-
tivity Ri (noting that the amplitude transmission Ti is√
1−R2i ) and the phase offset θi introduced at its left
facing input on Fig. 2. The beam splitter assembly can
be designed stepping backwards from the last input to
the first input. Satisfying W0 = 0.5V0 + 0.5V1 + 0.5V2 +
0.5V3 first imposes R30 = 0.5, yielding T30 =
√
3/2.
Mixing the proper amount of input V2 into ouput W0
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BS21 BS31
BS33
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θ
Fig. 2.— Possible implementation of a 4-input 4-output nulling
beam combiner optimized for an unresolved source. The top row
of beam splitters is designed to direct all starlight to ouput W0,
leaving the three other outputs dark. The beam splitter unit con-
ventions used in this paper are illustrated in the lower left. Each
beam splitter is preceeded by a phase shifting plate, shown in grey,
affecting one of its two inputs.
requires 0.5 = R20T30e
i(pi+θ0), which yields R20 = 1/
√
3
and θ30 = pi. Mixing the proper amount of input V1 into
output W0 requires 0.5 = R10T20T30e
i(θ20+θ30), yielding
θ20 = pi and R10 = 1/
√
2. Finally, θ10 = pi, and one
can verify that T10T20T30 = 0.5. The remaining 3 beam
splitter units (BS21, BS31 and BS33) can be designed
following the same steps to realize any pre-determined
matrix U , although, in this example, since all starlight is
directed to output W0, nulling does not put any require-
ments on these last 3 beamsplitters.
3.2. Partially resolved central source
If the central source is partially resolved, it is no longer
described as a single vector V, but as a set of Npt vec-
tors Vpt = V (αpt, βpt) with αpt and βpt (pt = 0..Npt− 1)
uniformly distributed over the stellar area. The mea-
sured intensities at the output of the interferometer are
obtained by summing incoherently the intensity vectors
for each of the points on the stellar surface.
Istar =
1
Npt
×
Npt−1∑
pt=0
Ipt
=
1
Npt
×
Npt−1∑
pt=0
|UV (αpt, βpt)|2 (5)
The optimal set of interferometric combinations (de-
fined by the matrix U) is the one that concentrates the
most starlight in the smallest number of outputs. While
it is no longer possible to concentrate all starlight in a
single output, it is possible to identify the values of the
coefficients on the first line of U which maximizes the
amount of starlight in the first output (m = 0) of the
interferometer. A small amount of residual starlight is
then spread over the other outputs (m = 1..N − 1) ac-
cording to the other lines of U . The second line of U
can be chosen to concentrate as much as this residual
starlight on output m = 1. This process is repeated N
times until the full matrix U is built. This iterative pro-
cess ensures that the stellar flux decreases as rapidly as
possible as the interferometer output number increases.
Mathematically, the operations described above form
a Principal Components Analysis (PCA), which can be
performed by singular value decomposition of the Npt-
by-N transpose A of the data matrix AT . A’s columns
are the vectors Vpt (each column pt of the matrix A is
the vector Vpt = V (αpt, βpt)):
A = UΣB∗ (6)
where U is a N -by-N complex unitary matrix, Σ is a N -
by-Npt diagonal matrix containing the singular values of
the A ordered in decreasing amplitude, and B is a Npt-
by-Npt matrix. The PCA decomposition Y
T of the data
matrix AT is given by:
Y T = ATU (7)
The columns of the matrix U are the principal compo-
nents vectors, ordered in decreasing order of amplitude.
The first column of U is the first principal component:
it is a unity norm vector which represents the dominant
variability (maximum variance) in the data set composed
of the vectors Vpt. The second column of U is the second
principal component: it is also a unity vector, orthogonal
to the first principal component vector, which represents
the dominant variability in the data set after removal of
the first principal component contribution in the data.
Numerical derivation of the optimal beam combina-
tions (matrix U) requires the number of points Npt used
to model the stellar disk to be larger than the number
of apertures N in the interferometer. The solution ma-
trix U in equation 7 becomes independent of Npt for
Npt >> N .
3.3. Interferometer modal response to finite angular
stellar diameter
The SVD operation described above identifies and
sorts the dominant ”modes” Um (m = 0..N − 1) present
in the set of Npt vectors Vpt used to model the star, and
builds the interferometric combinations which link each
of these modes to a single output of the interferometer.
The first mode Um=0 is equal to the vector V (0, 0) and
has a singular value close to 1 (strictly equal to 1 if the
star has a radius rs = 0), and subsequent singular values
are much smaller unless rs becomes comparable to the
interferometer’s diffraction limit.
In a randomly chosen 2-D interferometer with a stellar
size small compared to the narrowest fringe spacing, the
second and third modes are 2nd order modes of stellar
size: their intensity (square of amplitude) contribution
to a vector V (α, β) increases as a linear combination of
α2 and β2. The next 3 modes are 4th order, and the
following 4 modes are 6th order. This property is a direct
consequence of the Taylor expansion of equation 1:
ei(αx+βy) = 1 + iαx+ iβy − 1
2
(α2x2 + 2αβxy + β2y2)
− i
6
(α3x3 − 3α2βx2y − 3αβ2xy2 − β3y3) + ...(8)
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This expansion, when inserted into equation 5, pro-
duces a single 0th order mode, two 2nd order modes,
three 4th order modes, followed by modes of 6th order
or higher. For rs smaller than the interferometer diffrac-
tion limit, these modes correspond to the interferometer
outputs when the beam combiner design is optimized:
output m = 0 is the bright 0th order mode where most
of the starlight is directed, outputs m = 1, 2 are the
2nd order modes (light in these outputs of the interfer-
ometer increases as the square of stellar size), outputs
m = 3, 4, 5 are the 4th order modes, and so on up to the
number of apertures (= number of outputs). The ex-
pected correspondence between the modes obtained by
Taylor expansion and the modes produces by the SVD
is physically due to the very rapid decrease of starlight
present in the Taylor expansion modes as a function of
mode order. For a small angular radius star, the opti-
mal way to concentrate light in a single interferometric
output is to match this output with the 0th order mode
obtained by the Taylor expansion. The next optimal two
modes should then be matched to the 2nd order modes
in the Taylor expansion, and so on.
3.4. Important predictions
The analytical model presented in Section 3.3 can be
used to predict key behaviour and limits of nulling inter-
ferometers, imposed by the aperture geometry. Some of
them are presented and discussed in this section.
PREDICTION 1: Null order— In a random 2-D
interferometer of N apertures, the maximum
achievable null order γ is γ = 2 for N = 2, 3, γ = 4
for N = 4, 5, 6, γ = 6 for N = 7, 8, 9, 10. For any
aperture geometry, there exists a coherent mix-
ing of the beams that will reach this null order
using a finite number of beam splitters and phase
shifters.
The proof for this prediction is given in Section 3.3,
where it is shown that a SVD decomposition can be
used to design the interferometer nulling device reach-
ing the null order stated above. The performance of 2-D
nulling interferometers is therefore not a smooth function
of number of aperturesN when performance is limited by
stellar angular size. Increasing the number of apertures
from N = 5 to N = 6 does not bring a large increase in
performance, while going from N = 6 to N = 7 does by
allowing a 6th order null.
PREDICTION 2: Effect of array linearity on null depth—
For the same number of apertures N equal or
greater than 3, 1-D interferometers can reach a
higher null order than 2-D interferometers.
The analysis in Section 3.3 shows that at high contrast,
the key to designing a high sensitivity interferometer with
a limited number of apertures is to remove the number of
relevant low order terms (make the coefficient in front of
the term very small) in equation 8 to rapidly gain access
to higher order modes without having to increase the
number of apertures. This can best be done with a 1-D
interferometer, where the Taylor expansion becomes:
ei(αx) = 1 + iαx− α
2x2
2
− iα
3x3
6
+ ... (9)
In any 1-D interferometer, starlight on the interferom-
TABLE 1
Minimum achievable null order
Number of Minimum null order
apertures 1D 2D
2 θ2 θ2
3 θ4 θ2
4 θ6 θ4
5 θ8 θ4
6 θ10 θ4
7 θ12 θ6
8 θ14 θ6
9 θ16 θ6
10 θ18 θ6
eter output m (numbered from 0 to N − 1) therefore
increases as the 2m power of stellar angular size, allow-
ing a higher order null than a 2-D interferometer with the
same number of apertures. Table 1 gives the maximum
null order achievable as a function of number of aper-
tures for 1-D and 2-D geometries, according to the SVD
analysis and Taylor expansion presented in Section 3.3.
For the same number of apertures, considerably higher
order nulls can be achieved with 1-D geometry than can
be achieved with a 2-D geometry. For example, any 1-
D interferometer geometry can provide a 6th order null
with only 4 apertures, while a randomly chosen 2-D ge-
ometry would require 7 apertures. With a small number
of apertures, it is thus expected that 1-D or quasi 1-D ge-
ometry will be preferred when stellar angular size drives
the interferometer’s sensitivity.
Previously published interferometer designs illustrate
the fundamental advantage of 1-D arrays for null or-
der, and many previously suggested interferometer de-
signs reach the minimum achievable null order shown
in table 1. The Angel Cross design (Angel 1990) is
a 2-D geometry achieving a θ4 null, while a linear ar-
ray with the same number of apertures can offer a θ6
null (Angel & Woolf 1997). The 2-D 6-aperture Mari-
otti configuration (Mennesson et al. 2005) achieves a θ4
null. Collapsing the 4-aperture 2-D Angel cross geom-
etry into a 3-aperture 1-D array yields the degenerate
Angel cross, with a θ4 null. The best reported null or-
ders with a small number of apertures are indeed 1-D
geometries, and reach the limits shown in table 1: θ6
null with 4 apertures (Angel & Woolf 1997) and θ8 null
with 5 apertures (Woolf & Angel 1997).
Rouan (2006) proposed a method to design 1-D nulling
interferometers offering a θ2L null with 2L apertures.
The iterative method employed is simple and showed
for the first time that arbitrarily high null orders can
be achieved given a sufficient number of apertures. As
shown by table 1, it is however not optimal, as a θ2L null
can be obtained with any set of L+ 1 apertures.
PREDICTION 3: Interferometer effective throughput—
The effective throughput of a nulling interferom-
eter increases with the number of apertures
The analysis presented in Section 3.3 can also predict
the sensitivity of interferometers for high contrast ob-
servations. For example, if a given observation requires
a θ4 null, and a 5-aperture 1-D interferometer is used,
then at most 3 out of 5 beam outputs can be used to-
ward detection, yielding an effective throughput (aver-
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aged over all positions of the planet relative to the inter-
ferometer pointing) of 60%. In this example, the opti-
mal 5-aperture interferometer will have one bright output
(where most of the starlight is directed) and one second-
order null output, with all remaining outputs being θ4 or
deeper.
PREDICTION 4: Phase shifts in beam combiner— The
optimal nulling coherent beam combiner only
uses phase shifts equal to 0 and pi
As discussed in Section 3.3, in the small stellar size
limit, the eigenvectors which represent the contribution
of complex amplitudes at the entrance of the interferom-
eter to its outputs match the terms of the Taylor expan-
sion in equation 8. For example, the term in α, which
should be used to construct a second-order null output,
is the vector [ixk], where xk is the x-coordinate of aper-
ture number k. Equation 8 shows that all terms of the
expansion are in the form (in)R, where i =
√−1, n is
an integer, and R is a vector of real numbers (this is due
to the fact that the spatial coordinates x and y are real
numbers). Alternatively, each eigenvector can be writ-
ten as eiφR, where φ is 0 or pi/2. The overall phase of
the eigenvector has no effect on the beam combiner de-
sign, as the intensity output of the interferometer for the
set of complex amplitudes eiφR at the entrance of the
interferometer is independent of φ. When mathemati-
cally performing the SVD to identify eigenvectors, pairs
of eigenvectors are produced with identical amplitudes
and a pi/2 phase offset between the two vectors. Since
the two vectors in each pair are physically identical for
the interferometer, only one of the two is kept toward
designing the nulling interferometer, and its phase can
arbitrarily be chosen such that the eigenvector is real.
A positive real coefficient in the vector means that the
light is not phase-shifted between the input and output,
while negative coefficients indicate a pi phase shift. This
prediction is numerically verified by the analysis in this
paper, as the optimal nuller design (matrix U) is always
real. Phases are therefore omitted in the matrix U nota-
tions in the rest of the paper, and a minus sign is used
for a pi phase shift.
4. INTERFEROMETER DESIGNS
4.1. Linear Arrays
4.1.1. Angel & Woolf 4-aperture design
Angel & Woolf (1997) proposed a linear 4-aperture
nulling interferometer design offering a θ6 null. The four
equal sized telescopes are arranged in two Bracewell in-
terferometers of baselines B/2 and B (in this section, the
longest baseline is denoted B). The dark outputs of each
pair are combined to produce a single θ6 null. Figure 3
shows the result of the SVD approach to designing the
optimal beam combiner for this array geometry, assum-
ing a 0.001 λ/B stellar radius (where B is the longest
baseline) for the central star to ensure that the solution
is optimal in the small stellar size limit. We note that this
angular radius choice is smaller than typical values for a
20 m to 200 m baseline interferometer observing nearby
stars at visible to thermal IR wavelengths, but is adopted
here to explore the optimal interferometer design in the
small angular size limit. For stellar angular sizes that are
much smaller that λ/B, the interferometer’s optimal de-
sign is driven to reject as many consecutive terms of the
Taylor expansion given in equation 8 as possible, yield-
ing a solution independent of the stellar radius assumed
during the numerical optimization.
The first output of the interferometer (Mode 1 in Fig-
ure 3) contains most of the starlight, while modes 2, 3
and 4 show respectively θ2, θ4, and θ6 intensity depen-
dence with stellar angular size. The ability to produce
a 6th order null with this 4-aperture geometry, first de-
scribed by Angel & Woolf (1997), is thus confirmed by
the SVD analysis. The beam combinations that produce
this null, as given by the SVD (last column of the table
at the upper right of Figure 3) also match the combina-
tion identified by Angel and Woolf: the dark output of
the inner 2-aperture Bracewell interferometer (apertures
2 and 3, coefficients -0.4, 0.4) is combined with the dark
output of the outer Bracewell interferometer (apertures
1 and 4, coefficients 0.1, -0.1). As Angel and Woolf de-
scribed, the two Bracewell interferometers have opposite
signs, and the inner interferometer is given 4 times (2
times in amplitude) the weight of the the outer interfer-
ometer. The solution given by the SVD analysis offers
superior sensitivity to the beam combiner design pro-
posed in Angel & Woolf (1997), as it also offers a θ2 null
(output 2) and a θ4 null (output 3), while the beam com-
bining configuration proposed in Angel & Woolf (1997)
offered two bright outputs (O1 and O2 in fig 1 of their
paper) and a single θ2 output (O3 in fig 1 of their paper).
This could be achieved by recombining together outputs
O1, O2 and O3 of the beam combiner shown in fig 1 of
Angel & Woolf (1997) according to the values given in
the table at the upper right of Figure 3.
Angel & Woolf (1997) suggested slightly increasing the
amplitude of the outer Bracewell pair relative to the in-
ner pair to achieve a wider null, suggesting a 0.504 rela-
tive ratio in amplitude (as opposed to 0.5 in the design
described above). The effect of doing so on the null is
shown in fig 2 of their paper, where three local minima
in output intensity are shown within the null, located
at approximately -0.1 λ/B, 0 and +0.1 λ/B. To explore
this possibility, the SVD analysis is repeated on the same
interferometer geometry, but with an 0.1 λ/B stellar ra-
dius. Results, shown in Figure 4, not only confirm that
increasing the relative weight of the outer apertures in-
creases null depth, but demonstrate that doing so is the
optimal solution to the nulling beam combiner design.
The optimal value for the relative weight in amplitude
should be
√
0.10097/0.39903 = 0.503 for a 0.1 λ/B ra-
dius stellar disk, close to the 0.504 value proposed by
Angel & Woolf (1997), and the transmission map has 3
local minima at -0.8 λ/B, 0 and +0.8 λ/B, as shown
by the local minimum of the intensity output curve vs.
stellar diameter for mode 4 in Figure 4.
This last example demonstrates the power of the SVD
approach to optimal nulling beam combiner design when
stellar size becomes too large for the simple Taylor ex-
pansion approximation to remain valid. In this case, the
optimal solution starts to differ from the small stellar
size limit solution, and the beam combiner is optimally
chosen to cancel the incoherent stellar disk in ways that
would be difficult to anticipate without the SVD analy-
sis.
8 Guyon et al.
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Fig. 3.— Beam combiner solution for the linear 4-aperture geometry (top left) proposed in Angel & Woolf (1997). In the optimal nulling
beam combiner design table (top right), the element (i, j) indicates the fraction of the intensity collected by aperture (i) that is directed to
interferometer output (j) (also denoted mode j), and a negative value indicates a pi phase shift. Center right: Distribution of light intensity
among the four outputs for the observation of an incoherent stellar disk as a function of stellar angular radius (x-axis). Bottom: Intensity
transmission map for each of the four interferometer outputs. The interferometer baseline B is defined in this work as the diameter of the
smallest circle containing the interferometer - this circle is shown along with the interferometer geometry (upper left).
4.1.2. Optimal beam combiner design for arbitrary linear
geometries
A key result of the SVD-based construction of optimal
beam combiners for nulling interferometers is the ability
to produce deep nulls regardless of aperture geometry.
The technique predicts for example that θ6 and θ8 nulls
can be constructed out of respectively any 4-aperture
linear array and any 5-aperture linear array.
Figure 5 shows the result of the SVD-based technique
for a randomly chosen 5-aperture linear array geometry
with equal aperture sizes. The θ8 deep null produced
is especially resilient to stellar angular size and pointing
errors: its transmission for a 0.1 λ/B radius disk is be-
low 10−10. For this randomly chosen geometry, the beam
mixing ratios producing the deep null are non-trivial val-
ues, with no recognizable integer ratio between the con-
tributions of entrance apertures. The optimal solution
also offers other nulled outputs, with nulled orders of re-
spectively 2, 4 and 6, in agreement with the small stellar
size limit analysis presented in Section 3.
The ability to produce deep nulls regardless of aperture
geometry allows high performance nulling interferometry
to be carried on an array geometry optimized for (u, v)
plane coverage. Figure 6 shows the array geometry and
beam combiner design for a 4-aperture array optimized
for single-dimension (u, v) plane coverage. The baselines
covered by this array are all the bB/6, with b = 1..6,
allowing excellent (u, v) plane coverage if the array is ro-
tated around the line of sight. The SVD-based technique
does produce a θ6 deep null, along with two other nulls
of order 2 and 4 respectively.
4.2. 2-D arrays
A key prediction of this study is that any 6-aperture
interferometer can achieve a θ4 deep null. The Taylor
expansion derivation proposed in Section 3 also states
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Fig. 4.— Optimal beam combiner solution for the linear 4-aperture geometry proposed in Angel & Woolf (1997), computed here for a 0.1
λ/B stellar radius. The solution differs from the small stellar size limit (Figure 3) in the same way as predicted in Angel & Woolf (1997):
more weight should be given to outer apertures in the deepest null output.
that the optimal beam combiner for the interferometer
will produce one bright output, two θ2 outputs and three
θ4 outputs, so the resulting interferometer will have high
efficiency provided that a θ4 deep null is sufficient. Aver-
aged over all possible positions for a planet, it is expected
that 50% of the planet light can be used toward detec-
tion or characterization, since half of the interferometer
outputs are θ4 deep nulls.
Figure 7 illustrates the predictions formulated for the
6-aperture 2-D interferometer. The aperture geometry
was first chosen independently of nulling considerations.
In this example, the geometry is optimized for (u, v)
plane coverage assuming that the interferometer is ro-
tated around the line of sight during the observation.
Details of this optimization and the resulting array ge-
ometry can be found in Guyon & Roddier (2001). The
SVD technique is then used to design the optimal nulling
beam combiner, and the results are shown in Figure 7.
As predicted, the beam combiner produces three θ4 deep
nulls, two θ2 deep nulls, and a bright output which con-
tains almost all of the starlight. Some of the nulled out-
puts do not offer high transmission within a few λ/B, so
the aperture geometry may not be optimal for imaging
and characterization of exoplanets which are likely to be
very close to the optical axis. This is due to the aper-
ture geometry, which contains a relatively large number
of short baselines to optimize (u, v) plane coverage.
As illustrated in Figure 8, the SVD-based technique
described in this paper is also applicable to interferome-
ters consisting of uneven aperture sizes, and the findings
of this paper also apply to these arrays.
5. CONCLUSION
The analysis performed in this paper shows that the
null order in a nulling interferometer is primarily a func-
tion of the number of apertures, and that nulls of suf-
ficient depth to detect and characterize exoplanets can
be achieved with relatively small number of apertures (4
to 10), regardless of geometry. The superiority of 1-D
arrays for achieving deep nulls with a small number of
apertures, a trend that is strongly supported by previ-
10 Guyon et al.
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Fig. 5.— Optimal beam combiner solution for a randomly chosen linear 5-aperture geometry, computed here for a 0.001 λ/B stellar
radius. As predicted in Section 3, the solution produces an output with a deep θ8 null, along with 3 other nulled outputs offering θ6, θ4
and θ2 deep nulls.
ously published nulling interferometer designs, has been
demonstrated and quantified. The SVD-based approach
introduced in this paper allows optimal design of beam
combiners for nulling interferometry, and is highly flexi-
ble, as it can be applied to any geometry, and can also
optimally take into account stellar angular size.
While the SVD-based technique has been used to de-
rive the minimal null depth achievable as a function of
number of apertures, no strict limit has been placed on
the maximum null depth achievable as a function of num-
ber of apertures. Specific array geometries may allow
deeper nulls than the lower limits shown in table 1, which
would enable cost-effective nulling interferometer consist-
ing of very few apertures to be implemented for imaging
and spectral characterization of exoplanets.
While the beam combiner designs in this paper are
entirely driven by null depth for a finite stellar angu-
lar size and planet light throughput, additional consid-
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Fig. 6.— Optimal beam combiner solution for a linear 4-aperture array geometry optimized for (u, v) plane coverage, computed here
for a 0.001 λ/B stellar radius. As predicted in Section 3, the solution produces an output with a deep θ6 null, along with 2 other nulled
outputs offering θ4 and θ2 deep nulls.
erations must be taken into account in the design of a
nulling interferometer, such as sensitivity to background
light (especially important at long wavelength, for which
zodiacal background exceeds planet light contribution),
imaging performance, and resilience to cophasing errors.
The impact of exozodiacal light was not considered in
this study, but may also drive the optimal array geome-
try (Defre`re et al. 2010) and beam combining scheme. In
some cases, the beam combiner design which is optimal in
the null depth sense may not be desirable for a real mis-
sion. In particular, a nuller with purely real amplitudes
(0 or pi phase shifts) will produce a centrally symmetric
transmission map, making exo-zodi and one-sided point-
like signatures difficult to distinguish in the general case,
e.g. for a system seen at non zero inclination. The anal-
ysis presented in this paper should therefore be extended
to include constraints and requirements other than null
depth in order to design a beam combiner.
The author thanks Frantz Martinache and Vincent
Coude-du-Foresto for discussions which helped shape this
work.
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